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Abstract. Biomedical information has been receiving rapid expansion in recent years.
Articles on biomedical area are available in free-form texts in libraries and databases.
Many articles published on biomedicine ﬁeld contain up-to-date information. Besides, the
new ﬁndings of biomedical projects are widespread, such as the names of genes, proteins,
drugs, treatments, and diseases. Considering the rapid progress of bioscience, manual
exploration of a huge volume of information will be time-consuming and costly. One
of the techniques for using this information includes relation extractions. Biomedical
relation extraction methods gather valuable, reliable, and aﬀordable information from
free-form texts. However, in biomedical relation extraction, to manage and discover new
and valuable information is a very challenging task. This paper ﬁrst describes biomedical
relation extraction methods. Second, we proposed a classiﬁcation for biomedical relation
extraction challenges. Finally, the methods were assessed by addressing the challenges.
This paper prepares a good platform to compare the biomedical relation extraction methods
by evaluating the methods in the light of the challenges. An appropriate comparison
leads to better understanding of the methods. Consequently, perfect understanding of
the methods will help researchers to eliminate the obstacles and achieve the methods
development and improvement.
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1. Introduction. Biomedical relation extraction is an active area in biomedical information extraction and management. In recent years biomedical information has progressed.
The high volume of information is one of the outcomes of the rapid advancement [1].
The use and management of biomedical information and methods to stay updated and
informed are important issues [2]. One of the sources for accessing biomedical information is scientiﬁc literature databases and libraries [3]. Biomedical relation extraction is
an information extraction subtask that is able to organize, manage, and discover new
information from biomedical texts [4]. Information obtained from biomedical relation extraction is used in biomedical databases and as a part of the other tasks inputs, such as
event extraction [4, 5]. Furthermore, biomedical relation extraction outputs are used in
question-answering systems [6], diagnosis categorization [7], clinical decision support [8],
and ontology population, and learning [9]. This study proposed a classiﬁcation for challenges, according to the wide variety of applications of relation extraction from biomedical
texts and the particular importance of understanding and resolving the challenges. This
classiﬁcation introduces and organizes the challenges of the methods for better cognition and understanding, and then assesses the methods to address the challenges. This
classiﬁcation can play a signiﬁcant role in the comparing and selecting of the biomedical
relation methods and, improving them also. Surveying previous works brought light and
understanding into this study, and made highlight the motivation of this study also. Few
previous related works were reviewed. So far, many signiﬁcant works have been published
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in the area. Generally, in previous studies, biomedical relation extraction methods are
two main approaches: pattern-based and supervision-based methods. Some of the most
comprehensive classiﬁcations are brieﬂy introduced as follows: Bedmar [10] suggested
three main approaches to relation extraction from biomedical texts. These approaches
include linguistic-based, pattern-based, and machine-learning. The linguistic-based approach focuses on the natural language process (NLP), and the detection of relations
depends on NLP preprocessing and tasks. The pattern-based approach includes a set of
methods that recognizes relations via a predeﬁned pattern set that can be both manual and automatic. The machine learning approach refers to the method that does not
need manual encoding for extraction and classiﬁcation of biomedical relations [10]. In
most categories, this approach consists of two methods: feature-based and kernel-based.
Katukuri et al. [11] examine and categorize these methods by considering new aspects
of relation extraction methods. They divided biomedical relation extraction into three
classes: rule-based, graphical, and discriminative models. The rule-based methods are
the same as the pattern-based methods that are conditional and bounded. In Katukuri
et al.’s [11] study, graphical models extract relations through the help of the grammar
structure of sentences feed to a graph algorithm like hidden Markov model (HMM). Later,
several studies such as the one by Aggarwal and Zhai [6], Bui [12], Huang [13], and Song et
al. [14], presented similar categories consisting of three main approaches: co-occurrence,
rule-based, and classiﬁcation. The co-occurrence approach extracts relations by considering the frequency rate of entities mentioned together in computation using statistical
means. The classiﬁcation approach includes every method that can detect and classify
the relation type of two or multi-classes. Due to the fact that biomedical relation extraction lacks comparative platform, this study oﬀers a classiﬁcation for the challenges
in this ﬁeld. Thus, the deﬁciency of standardization in the biomedical relation extraction techniques makes quantitative comparison impossible [15]. In this ﬁeld of study, it
was realized that obstacles and challenges can be removed to improve and compare these
methods qualitatively by addressing the challenges. This study was meant to accurately
survey techniques by preparing a qualitative assessment. The qualitative assessment of
techniques to address the challenges led to a powerful tool for improving the techniques.
Also, this paper presents the distinct insight of the researchers for the deep understanding
of various aspect of biomedical relation extraction problem. It also tries to highlight the
challenges of biomedical relation extraction. Consequently, it can help researchers to practically choose the appropriate method and eﬃcient resolution and overcome challenges in
future works.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces biomedical relation extraction.
Section 3 describes the proposed classiﬁcation for biomedical relation extraction challenges. Section 4 presents a comparative assessment of the methods. Section 5 discusses
the advantages of this paper. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Relation Extraction in Biomedical Domain. Information extraction subtasks
can detect structured information from free-form texts [6]. Biomedical relation extraction is deﬁned as the process of exploring biomedical texts according to the syntactic
and semantic roles and natural language processing tasks, in order to detect the relationships between existing entities (such as genes, proteins, and drugs) [16, 17]. Generally,
biomedical texts are highly dimensional, relational, and complex [13]. Consequently, to
get acceptable results, need considerable attention and accuracy [18]. As regards to the
fast growth of biomedical information, biomedical relation extraction plays a key role in
using organization of updated information. Figure 1 shows the general biomedical relation
extraction workﬂow architecture. The extraction of relation depends on the number and
type of desired relations. For example, if there is preference speciﬁc relation between two
entities like the drug-target interaction called binary relation extraction (well as seen in
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Figure 1. Biomedical relation extraction workﬂow adapted from [16, 19]

Figure 2. An example of binary relation extraction [20]

Figure 3. An example of complex relation [21]
Figure 2). If more than two entities have a relation in a sentence, it is called complex
relation extraction (Figure 3). Often, in the biomedical domain, there are complex relations. Formal biomedical relation extraction, generally independent of any approach, is
as follows (Note that relations are considered as binary.):
R = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rn }
∀si =∈ D : s = {w1 , . . . , wi , e1 , wi + 1, . . . , wi + j, . . . , e2 , wi + j + 1, . . . , wn }
yi = f (si )
{
⟨
⟩
true, ∃yi ∈ R : yi = {e1 , e2 , r} ∈ rn
∀yi ⊂ D =
false, otherwise

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

where n = 1, 2, 3 has rn relation types as shown in Equation (1); s is the ith sentence
from the document of the dataset including entities and n words as shown in Equation
(2); f (.) is the mapping function; y is the mapped set (Features, kernels, patterns, rules,
etc.) under f (.) corresponding to si as shown in Equation (3). Extracting the biomedical
relation is successful if the extracted relation r from the mapped sample yi is a member
of a predeﬁned and desire set of R, as is well shown in Equation (4). According to this
study, generally, biomedical relation extraction has two main approaches and they are
self-direction and set-dependent. This classiﬁcation is as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Approaches classiﬁcation for biomedical relation extraction
• Self-Direction. This approach consists of techniques that use statistical means for
hidden relation discovery and relation extraction from biomedical texts. This approach learns relations based on similarity and relies on occurrence. Self-direction includes co-occurrence, self-supervised, and joint models. In this category, the number
of relations for extraction is inﬁnite. Co-occurrence: The co-occurrence approach is
the simplest way to discover relations [12, 22]. Self-supervised : This approach refers
to methods that generate small set of relations, and then discover the remaining
relations [23]. Joint models: This approach enables relation to be discovered and
recognized by joints and linkages between entities recognition, coreference resolution,
and relation cooperative [24].
• Set-dependent: This approach is divided into techniques that focus on a predeﬁned
set to ﬁnd and extract biomedical relations. This approach consists of knowledgebased and supervised techniques. Knowledge-based : These methods highly depend
on the domain of input text. Also, in this category relation extraction relies on
the speciﬁc predeﬁned templates based on input text in the form of pattern-set or
rule-set [22]. This class of methods consists of pattern-based and rule-based methods
[12, 13]. Supervised or classification approach: This category of biomedical relation
extraction methods identiﬁes relations between biomedical entities using machine
learning methods [6]. Signiﬁcant methods of supervised approaches are feature and
kernel methods. Feature-based methods extract important information from the text
by pruning.
s(t.F ) = Feature Space{X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn }
{w1 , . . . , e1 , wj , . . . , e2 , . . . , wn } =
b {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn }

(5)
(6)

where t is the elements of a sample chosen as feature Equation (5); ﬁnally, a sample
(such as a sentence) turns to feature vector Equation (6). Kernel methods transfer
inputs to kernel space implicitly based on the similarity of the samples [1].
∀s ∈ D, Φ : s → η
K(Xi , Xj ) = ⟨Φ(si ), Φ(sj )⟩

(7)
(8)

For all samples (The sample metrics is the sentence) that belong to dataset Equation
(7), there is a mapping function ϕ that is based on the similarity of transferring the
samples Equation (7) to the K kernel space by an inner product Equation (8) [26].
Weakly supervised : This method is also known as bootstrapping [22, 23]. Neural
Network models: This method identiﬁes relations by neural networks in raw texts
[25].
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3. Biomedical Relation Extraction Challenges. As biomedical information is rapidly
increasing, it is very important for researchers around the world to do coherent and aligned
research to have up-to-date information. Furthermore, there is lack of comprehensive and
standard methodology in biomedical relation extraction. The present study proposed a
classiﬁcation of the existing challenges of biomedical text relation extraction to improve
the direction of methods and eliminate challenges as shown in Figure 5. However, the
manual relation extraction from biomedical texts is almost impossible [1]. A fully automatic biomedical relation extraction is a challenging task and an open issue [28]. This
proposed classiﬁcation tries to identify the challenges to reduce human role and costs,
and improve automatic biomedical relation extraction techniques. The following section
describes brieﬂy the challenges in order depth-ﬁrst.

Figure 5. The proposed classiﬁcation of biomedical relation extraction challenges
• Data challenges: This class of challenges refers to those posed by biomedical text
nature and informative dataset collection method obstacles. The biomedical text is
complex [13]. The biomedical text has long and related sentences. Indeed, biomedical texts are not grammatical [12]. This class of challenges is divided into three
categories: corpus choosing, standardization, and complex relation.
– Corpus choosing: This involves the selection of the most informative text part as
corpus problems. According to the research goals, each section of a biomedical,
article is useful [27]. Due to short lengths, simple structures, and proximity to
relevant biomedical cues, sentences are considered as corpus in most researches
[28]. On the other hand, a whole document probe makes implicit the associations
between entities discovered [29]. Although the selection of sentences in most
cases increases the accuracy; it also increases the dimensions of a dataset [15].
Choosing the informative part of the biomedical text, remains a challenge.
– Standardization: Data standardization involves two issues: ﬁrst, the challenges
posed by the non-availability of proper standardized biomedical abbreviations,
synonyms, and terminology [1, 13]; second, the lack of standard in sample generation [15].
– Complex relation: A characteristic of biomedical literature is ungrammatical
sentences [30]. Uninformative words in complex sentences along with high dimension, make sparse space for relation extract [10, 31].
• Implementation challenges: This class of challenges is related to the diﬃculty of
automating biomedical relation extraction, technique performance, and achieving
the correct result costs. Implementation challenges include information preservation,
tagging, low speed, low accuracy, generalization, and computational complexity.
– Information preservation: According to Joachims [32], biomedical documents
can be represented from diﬀerent levels. As the level of representation increases,
valuable information can be preserved [31, 33]. The point is that all algorithms
and techniques cannot be applied to all levels of representation.
– Tagging: Due to lack of a proper standard for naming and tagging biomedical
entities [6] and its high cost [34], tagging is an existing challenge.
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– Low speed: According to the large volume of biomedical information, researchers
require techniques that perform within acceptable time [35, 36, 38]. Besides,
some applications of biomedical relation extraction like question-answer system
need to generate the output of extraction process [37].
– Low accuracy: Biomedical literature characterizes decrease in accuracy of performance. The same techniques’ performance in non-biomedical texts provides
accurate and more satisfactory results [1].
– Generalization: Often, the biomedical train set and the test set are not independent [15]. Consequently, this method is well-adapted only to a speciﬁc dataset
and cannot be widely used.
– Computational complexity: Discovery of correct relations from the raw text with
minimum parameter settings, preprocessing, and requirement is one important
challenge [15, 34, 39].
• Evaluation challenges: Researchers in the biomedical area usually use their own
datasets and evaluate with precision, recall, and f-measure metrics Equation (9)
[10]. The assessment metric determines whether the used method is reliable, and
which method is more appropriate and eﬃcient [10]. Hence, metrics and evaluation
in the biomedical area are essential challenges [15].
TP
TP
, Recall =
,
TP + FP
TP + FN
(1 + β)P recision × P recision
F-Measure =
β 2 P recision + Recall
Precision =

(9)

– Uniﬁcation: The biomedical relation extraction concept depends greatly on identic relation deﬁnition [15]. Lack of a standard deﬁnition of identical relations
is an obstacle to generalization and comparison of the methods. On the other
hand, the correctness of the output of the methods is limited to the comparison
with the gold standard annotation, which requires development and maturity
[10].
– Scalability: As a result of the huge dimension of biomedical exploration space, the
large volume of biomedical documents and their importance and maintaining the
reliability of relation extraction methods are challenges faced by the researchers
[40, 41]. The remarkable point is that methods with acceptable performance in
the biomedical ﬁeld increase in data scale, experience performance decrease [12].
– Subjectivity: Diﬀerent datasets, occasional parameter setting, and arbitrary initialization lead to biased techniques [10, 15]. Accordingly, local results usually
gain in the biomedical relation extraction ﬁeld [34].
4. The Assessment of the Techniques. This section organizes the techniques by addressing the challenges shown in Table 1. Also, by qualitative assessment, it allows a
deeper understanding of techniques, resolution of challenges, the selection of appropriate
techniques, and their improvement. As shown in Table 1, when the techniques resolved
the challenge completely, it means the (X) mark has been used. Indeed, the (X) shows
the methods, that handle speciﬁc challenges. For example, co-occurrence method is very
fast. However, most of the signiﬁcant studies in biomedical ﬁeld gain low accuracy. This
assessment is based on qualitative comparison to almost all the eﬃcient existing methods.
(↑) mark shows that the techniques obtained a relative improvement. Relative improvement refers to the acceptable result in facing challenges. Methods that perform more
better than the marked method exist. For example, joint models can detect complex relation. The results of kernel-based methods and neural networks models are more accurate
than joint models. In general, these methods work to face the afore-mentioned challenges
medium and can still improve them. Finally, (×) mark means the challenge exists as an
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Table 1. The biomedical relation extraction techniques handled regular challenges
Complex Relation

Information
Preservation

Tagging

Low Speed

Low Accuracy

Generalization

Computational
Complexity

Uniﬁcation

Scalability

Subjectivity

Evaluation

Standardization

Co-occurrence
Self Supervised
Joint Models
Knowledge Based
Weakly Supervised
Feature Based
Kernel Based
Neural Network Models

Implementation

Corpus Choosing
Techniques

Data

×
×
×
×
×
×
X
X

×
↑
↑
×
×
↑
X
X

×
×
↑
×
×
X
X
X

×
×
↑
×
×
×
↑
↑

X
↑
↑
×
↑
×
×
×

X
↑
×
X
↑
↑
↑
×

×
↑
X
×
↑
X
X
X

×
×
↑
×
×
↑
X
↑

X
↑
×
X
↑
×
×
×

X
×
×
↑
×
×
×
×

×
×
↑
×
×
↑
X
X

×
↑
↑
×
×
↑
X
↑

unsolved issue. This (×) mark presets open areas and challenges in biomedical relation
extraction. When a method is having (×) mark, it refers to dropping the performance of
the method by facing the speciﬁc challenge. Cells in Table 1 that have (×) mark show
that methods can be developed by considering the challenges. Neural network models
are very complex and time-consuming methods, but present great performance and very
satisfying results in the biomedical relation extraction ﬁeld. Generally, methods with (↑)
and (×) marks have the high potential and chance to develop and improve to present
satisfaction results and resolve the obstacles in the biomedical future works.
5. Discussion. Unfortunately, due to the existing challenges, it is not possible to quantitatively compare the biomedical relation extraction techniques. In this section, the
advantages, disadvantages and the qualitative comparisons are discussed as shown in Table 1. The major advantage of the co-occurrence method is the extraction of relations
from large-scale texts without human interference for class labeling or tagging [17, 34, 42].
The co-occurrence method assumed that the two entities that are frequently mentioned
together are related in some way [12]. Thus, co-occurrence methods by limiting computational to the number of word occurrences, and assigning them to words weight ensure
simple and fast performance [42]. However, co-occurrence cannot extract complex relations and it is a source of low accuracy and other drawbacks [12]. Knowledge-based
methods can detect complex relations in a limited and speciﬁc dataset, since this method
relies on patterns or the rule of exact matching [43]. When there is need to extract a small
set of special relations (subject-object) in a speciﬁc context, these techniques are very useful and eﬃcient [43]. Despite being self-supervised and weakly-supervised like two earlier
techniques performing on a large scale, performance drops with the slightest change in
the word morphology in high dimension biomedical datasets [12, 44]. The low precision
obtained by many studies is an evidence of this phenomenon [12]. Accuracy in the self and
weakly supervised methods is enhanced by bootstrapping and co-learning [23]. Besides,
the self-supervised method is more ﬂexible in pattern matching than weakly-supervised
method’s ability to manage standardization and subjectivity result [23]. Simplicity and
the providing of candidate identiﬁers are the major characteristics of self and weakly supervised methods [44]. They are helpful when the type of relation is limited (for example,
just interaction extraction); however, the detection of coincidental mentions instead of
desired relations remains an issue [44]. It is very important to deﬁne the relation between
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entities for feature-based and kernel-based, joint model, and neural network model methods. Feature engineering is a precise and costly task [6]. Consequently, feature-based
methods, joint and neural network models in addition to the complexity and high cost
faced with locality and bias to features in relation extraction task [6, 46, 47], decrease the
accuracy and generality. Feature-based methods failed when the data-scale and dimension increased and also when the information is heterogeneous and structured [1]. Thus,
joint and neural network models use features as weight, and possess more scalability than
feature-based methods [1, 45]. Joint models prevent sparseness and aﬀected language
process problems [16, 24]; instead, entity recognition, coreference resolution, and relation
extraction synchronization are major existing challenges [47]. Kernel-based methods work
well in dealing with challenges by implicit data transfer to the vector space, but do not
support semantic information [1, 48]. The major advantage of the kernel-based and neural
network models is accurate extract of actual relations by using additional information.
6. Conclusion. Researchers need to use up-to-date information to conduct biomedical
research. Biomedical libraries and repositories are rich sources for obtaining up-to-date
biomedical information. Since the complex nature and increasing volume of biomedical
information, manual search is costly and practically impossible. Relation extraction is a
very beneﬁcial way to discover new biomedical information and manage them. Since this
is a challenging task, this article proposed a classiﬁcation of biomedical relation extraction
challenges. The proposed classiﬁcation divides the challenges into three main categories:
data, implementation, and evaluation challenges. The proposed classiﬁcation covers almost all existing challenges. This paper, by comparing and analyzing the techniques
to address these challenges, assists researchers to eliminate the challenges and enhance
techniques in future.
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